which act as reservoirs extenally held in thernal equilibritum.
characterzed experments, there iS a real urge for developig is quite general, and has been fairly successful in quantitatively formal and computational tools for basic understanding and explaining many experimental molecular current-voltage (I-V) exploration of novel device paradigms. In the past quantitive characteristics [4] . However in some cases, notably for systems agreement between theory and experiment has been rather with localized wavefunctions and strong charging, as in limited. Part of the problem was at the theorists' end -formal unconjugated molecules or molecules with weak coupling with theories for quantum transport, especially for weak coupling, contacts experiments show a variety of novel features such as are still evolving. There are computational challenges as well, ultralow zero-bias conductance, abrupt current onsets, extended related to the choice and implementation of suitable electromc quasilinear regimes with multiple closely spaced structures, and structure techufiiques. Part of the problem was also experimental qaiierrgmswt utpecoeysae tutrs n -the lack of reproducibility among different experimental gate modulated current levels [7, 8] .
These features are hard to lack the reproducibilit,ypoor knowldge of te e ntact capture even qualitatively by effective one-electron theories groups in the past, poor knowledge of the contact and require an entirely different approach, involving rate microstructure, and the frequent occurence of artifacts like equa r ansitions between approach, [8] .
traps or electromigration made it difficult to put theoretical and equations for transitions between many-body states [8] . experimental current-voltage (I-Vs) on the same page.
A particular phenomenon that emerges from the many-electron interaction is the possibility that the contacts could remove an Over the last few years, the situation has changed rapidly, electron from a molecular ground state and reinject it into an as experimentalists have concentrated on characterizing simpler excited state. It is hard to imagine how capturing such a rich systems like alkanethiol molecules using various powerful spectrun of excitations using a one-electron potential; tools such as inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy (IETS) however, a proper many-electron theory of transport yields [1] . Much effort has also concentrated on molecules on wellmany of these features quite naturally. In fact, the resemblance characterized substrates like silicon [2] , allowing us to put our between experimental and theoretical results within such a theoretical understanding on a solid footing and benchmark our transport approach is quite compelling (Fig. 1) 
